
DRC: Senate election sees elite conflict intensify

Event: The current election cycle continued on March 15 when provincial deputies voted for 108
seats in the country’s Senate.

Significance: These indirect senate elections have stirred widespread accusations of corruption
and further divided political elites, putting further strain on relations between newly elected
President Felix Tshisekedi and former President Joseph Kabila. Pressures from internal
constituencies will reduce room for manoeuvre on all sides even as hope of better governance
fade.

Looking ahead: The controversy over the senate elections will put the alliance under sufficient
pressure that, at some point, it might collapse. It will also further undermine the legitimacy of
Congo’s democratic institutions and disillusion those who hoped that alternation in the
presidency would bring real changes in governance.

Analysis: On December 30, Congo voted for a new president, the lower house of parliament
(the National Assembly) and new provincial assemblies. These elections, which were deeply
contested and marred by serious accusations of fraud, resulted in opposition leader Tshisekedi
becoming president, while Kabila's Common Front for Congo (FCC) platform secured a strong
majority in the national and provincial assemblies.

The senate is elected by provincial deputies, and in the vote held on March 15 the FCC won at
least 80 of the 108 seats. Eight seats remain unallocated as elections were postponed in some
districts of North Kivu and Mai-Ndombe, and one seat is reserved for Kabila.

These elections have also been mired in claims of corruption. The fact that the FCC won a
senate majority even larger than its majority in the provincial assemblies strongly suggests that
many opposition deputies may have sold their votes. Tshisekedi's Union for Democracy and
Social Progress (UDPS) party, which was unable to capitalise on its strong representation in the
provincial assemblies of Kinshasa and Kasai-Central, is making this claim forcefully. No UDPS
senator was elected in either province, suggesting UDPS deputies voted for FCC candidates.
Nationwide, the UDPS won just one seat, in Kasai-Oriental.

The country’s provincial assemblies were last elected in 2006 and never replaced because the
2011 provincial elections were cancelled. Over their twelve years in office, provincial deputies
often threatened governors with motions of no confidence in order to obtain benefits for
themselves. The stability of a provincial assembly was often therefore directly proportional to the
capacity of its governor to purchase the support of provincial deputies.

In a country that is highly decentralised, especially since the 2015 administrative restructuring
that created 26 provinces from the former ten, provincial assemblies should play an important
role in improving governance. There was hope that the new provincial deputies elected in
December would move in this direction, but the senate elections suggest that the new provincial
assemblies are off to a very poor start.

Immediately after the polls, the FCC praised the country’s election commission, while UDPS
militants took to the streets. They mobilised in Kinshasa and the Kasai region (Tshisekedi's
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stronghold) to protest against electoral fraud and the irresponsible behaviour of their own
provincial deputies. In several cities, the demonstrations turned violent. Houses and cars of
UDPS provincial deputies were targeted, particularly in the Kasai region.

President Tshisekedi's response was to call an extraordinary inter-institutional meeting on March
18, which was attended by the president, the speakers of the National Assembly and Senate, the
presidents of the constitutional court and the court of cassation, and the president of the election
commission. The meeting decided to delay the installation of newly elected senators pending
investigations into alleged corruption, as well as postponing the gubernatorial elections, originally
scheduled for March 26.

The tensions between Tshisekedi and Kabila's camps come just weeks after the two blocs
announced their intention to form a coalition government. However, the senate elections suggest
that the FCC is not genuinely interested in a power-sharing arrangement with the Camp for
Change (CACH) (the alliance between Tshisekedi's UDPS and Kamerhe's Union for the
Congolese Nation). Instead, it appears prepared to deploy its full weight to exert control over
institutions, posts and finances.

This tension is likely to polarise further with the pending nomination of a new prime minister. As
the parliamentary majority, the FCC has the right to nominate both, but these must be approved
by the presidency. Meanwhile, the protests of the president's allies calling for 'the truth of the
polls' ring a little hollow, given the huge question marks over the legitimacy of the election of the
president himself. In a not very subtle threat, at least two FCC leaders have suggested they
would not object to a review of the senate election, as this would offer an opportunity to review
the presidential election as well, to see what irregularities occurred there.

The aftermath of the senate election is also fragmenting the wider political landscape. It
increases the tensions, for example, within the UDPS, where Kabund blames the provincial
deputies while many in the party blame Kabund for poor strategic management (the party would
likely have won more seats if it had fielded fewer candidates, which divided the votes).

The election will also disillusion any grassroots sympathisers who hoped Tshisekedi's
presidency might actually bring change. Although his supporters were largely enthusiastic about
his 'victory', from the start many also indicated they would remain critical and vigilant. The angry
reactions to the senate election could be just the first manifestation of this, as alienation between
the population and political elite grows. Even in the ruling FCC, there are voices protesting
against the way the elections were organised, especially among leaders who have not
maintained their positions of power.

Moreover, it is unclear if this overwhelming FCC 'victory' was the result of a clear strategy on the
part of the leadership, or rather the combined result of the individual strategies of politicians who
wanted to secure a senate seat for the material benefits they bring. The landslide strengthens
the FCC's overall power but could compromise the potential for a cooperative relationship with
the presidency. Most importantly, it further reduces Tshisekedi's limited leverage and will make it
extremely difficult for him to fulfil the expectations of his constituency and the wider public of
bringing any real change to the way Congo is governed.

Looking ahead: The controversy over the senate elections will put the nascent alliance between
Tshisekedi and Kabila's camps under such pressure that the possibility of its collapse is very
real. It will also further undermine the legitimacy of Congo’s democratic institutions and
disillusion those who hoped that a change in the presidency would bring real changes in
governance.
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